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Finite-difference time-domain simulation results in bow-tie InGaAs diodes are presented. Dependences of electric field
amplitude on frequency were investigated for various device shapes and sizes. It was shown that two metallized parts of the
bow-tie type detector act as the separate antennas causing thus the experimentally observed fast sensitivity reduction at 1.63,
1.83, and 2.51 THz frequencies. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that the estimated effective average refractive index of the
region around the antenna for all investigated angles and dimensions is nearly constant, and this constant value could be used
for further estimation of frequency dependent properties in the case of other slightly altered bow-tie detector geometry.
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1. Introduction

Promising implementation of terahertz (THz) fre-
quency range, for security aims in particular, stimulates
the search of new solutions in development of sensitive
and wideband sensors operating at room temperature.
Evidently, the most straightforward way is to employ
commercially available infrared microbolometer array
for real-time image recording in THz frequency range
as demonstrated recently [1]. A camera has been devel-
oped for 8–14µm wavelength range, but it appears to
be able to record images at THz range with rather low
signal-to-noise ratio. An alternative option can be the
usage of nanometric field effect transistors (nanoFETs)
for THz imaging array construction. Transistor oper-
ation is based on plasma waves excitation at tempera-
tures normally below liquid nitrogen one [2]. At room
temperature, plasma oscillations in nanoFET channel
are strongly damped, however, the transistor still can
operate as broadband THz detector due to signal recti-
fication on nonlinear channel resistance [3]. Recording
metallic object’s THz images with commercial Fujitsu
nanoFET at 0.6 THz [4] has been demonstrated exper-
imentally. Furthermore, it has also been shown that
such a kind of transistors even without an additional in-
cident radiation coupling can successfully be used for
room temperature imaging at significantly higher fre-

quencies, namely, at 1.63 THz [5]. It is believed that
the image quality can be improved by pushing the cur-
rent through the channel with two-dimensional electron
gas [6]. Fast photoresponse property – in the range of
2 GHz [7] – of nanoFETs indicates their potential for
real-time imaging, however, transistor-based devices
are very sensitive to the static charge, their fabrica-
tion is quite complicated and relies on semiconductor
nanotechnology process accompanied by costly elec-
tron lithography. Therefore, a more simple approach
would be desirable, in particular, from the processing
point of view.

Very recently, room temperature THz images be-
low 1 THz have been recorded using InGaAs bow-tie
diodes [8]. The device operation principle is based
on non-uniform electron heating in bow-tie diode with
a spatially broken symmetry – one of its leaves is
metallic while another one is semiconductor contain-
ing two-dimensional electron gas [9, 10]. In order
to improve the device operation, in particular, above
1 THz, one needs to know the incident radiation cou-
pling related effects. Moreover, one should bear in
mind the fact that these devices suffer from a rapid,
oscillatory-behaviour sensitivity decay once irradiation
frequency increases. Therefore, additional numerical
investigation is required to address this issue, since pos-
sible antenna-related effects due to device shape and
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Table 1. Detector dimensions.

Part
Width, Length,

Coatingy direction (µm) z direction (µm)

A 50 100 metallized
B 50 from 125 to 295 metallized
C 50 from 5 to 175 not metallized
D 50 125 metallized

contacts’ size can have strong effect on the operation
conditions. In addition, it is important to evaluate the
influence exerted on electromagnetic field by separate
parts of antenna.

2. Simulation method

2.1. Three-dimensional FDTD method

Distribution of the electromagnetic fields in the
space of semiconductor of the THz detector was simu-
lated by three-dimensional (3D) finite-difference time-
domain (FDTD) method [11]. The aim was to esti-
mate electromagnetic field distributions in differently
designed InGaAs bow-tie diode and to explore the fre-
quency dependence of electric field. The simulation re-
sults let us find the best possible detector dimensions
according to target wavelengths and also to find out
the most appropriate antenna design. Furthermore, this
would let us to replace the silicon lens which is cur-
rently used to concentrate the incident radiation [10].
The 3D FDTD method requires a lot of computer re-
sources (for example, 6 arrays for storing current val-
ues of electric and magnetic field components even for
a moderately sized simulation area of 200×200×200
cells consume nearly 0.4 GB of memory at 8 bytes per
double precision value) and calculation time (only sev-
eral updates per second of all values are usually possi-
ble due to limited throughput of PC, hence, typical sim-
ulations with hundreds of thousands of steps might take
from several hours to days to complete). Therefore,
several limitations were introduced: (i) it was assumed
that the influence of electrons in very thin two dimen-
sional electron gas layer to wave propagation was neg-
ligible, and (ii) the metal layer was approximated as an
ideal conductor.

2.2. Detector dimensions

Simulated detector design and dimensions were cho-
sen according to a particular bow-tie detector, the pro-
totype of which with a hemispherical silicon lens, as
experiments have shown, was quite sensitive for THz

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the device. The device was divided into
four parts: A and D are electrodes,B part concentrates incident
radiation into active region,C is active region. Half of the detector
was simulated (areas delineated by a solid line), field distribution
on the other side was symmetrical. Zones1, 2, and3 indicate cells
where electric fieldEz was registered. Metallized parts are marked
as black shaded areas. The diode is depicted not to scale aiming
to illustrate general view and to indicate the position of the sharp

metal “tip”.

radiation [10]. Characteristic design of the bow-tie de-
tector is shown schematically in Fig. 1. Surfaces inA,
B, D parts in most simulations were metallized;C part
surface was not metallized in all simulations. When we
were simulating the influence of antenna parts on detec-
tor resonances, metallization was taken off fromA and
B parts, then fromD part. Dimensions of simulated de-
tector parts are listed in Table 1. The dimensions of the
A andD parts were always fixed, but theB part width
was fixed and the length was changed subject to angle
α.

Typical simulation zone and simulated electric field
amplitudeE distribution is shown in Fig. 2. Rectangu-
lar sides mark simulation zone size which was changed
in various simulations. Arrow shows the direction of
incident wave propagation. Its polarization was ori-
ented along the bow-tie diode. Simulation area with
InP substrate is shown in darker style, detector met-
allized parts are marked (orange online). Dashed line
marks interface between two simulation zones. In one
of them (left side) the reflected field was simulated,
while on the right side the incident and reflected fields
were superimposed. Wave, which had crossed the sub-
strate, was “absorbed” due to boundary conditions in
the last simulation cell. The same occured with the re-
flected wave, which was also “absorbed” due to bound-
ary conditions in the front plane of simulation area.
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Fig. 2. Electric fieldE amplitude distribution near the bow-tie detector apex space was simulated using three-dimensional finite-difference
time-domain (3D-FDTD) method [11]. Incident wave direction is marked by an arrow. Simulation zone, where InP substrate is placed, is
darkened. Detector metallized part shapes on substrate surface are schematically marked by a solid line (orange online). Boundary between

two simulation zones is marked by a dashed line.

2.3. Simulation specification

At first, we have determined the wave propagation
time for steady solutions. Electric field amplitudeEz to
incident wave amplitudeE0 ratioEz/E0 was simulated
and its dependence on frequency for different number
of steps was registered. The result for different step
numbers was calculated at zone2, with angleα and the
resolution values fixed. We found out that results were
steady when the number of simulation steps exceeded
120000. For further simulation we were using 135000
steps (wave propagation timet = 0.225 ns) in order to
have correct simulation results.

The first task was to evaluateEz/E0 dependence on
the simulation angleα. Simulation zone sizes alongx,
y, z axes were 100, 400, 260 cells, respectively. Steps
in z axis direction were 5 times larger than inx, y di-
rection for more accurateBpart apex simulation. Simu-
lated metallized detector parts’ dimensions were as fol-
lows: A, B, andD parts fory direction were 50µm, for
z directionA was 100µm,B (125–295)µm,D 125µm.
C part was not metallized. The simulation result was
registered by varying the simulation angleα in zone
2 and zone1. Resolution and step number were kept
constant. Detector was “illuminated” by a plane wave
linearly polarized inz direction. Such polarization was
imposed by the design of the detector – a much weaker
coupling (and, therefore, sensitivity) is expected in the
case ofy-polarized light due to (i) smaller metallized
antenna dimensions in this direction and (ii) location

of the “tip” of the triangular active region in the middle
of the antenna.

2.4. The effective refractive index

FDTD simulations are extremely time-consuming,
with typical computation times of several days or even
weeks for a single configuration of the detector. There-
fore, the prototyping speed of future detectors would
increase dramatically, if a relation between the sizes of
metallized parts and the frequencies of resonances with
more or less stable parameters could be found and un-
derstood. Such relation is extremely simple in a clas-
sical case of the dipole antenna, where the length of
each of the two antenna parts is simply equal to the
quarter wavelength of the electromagnetic wave. Un-
fortunately, such model cannot be applied analytically
in our case, because even in a simplified model at least
two materials (vacuum and substrate) with different re-
fractive indices should be taken into account and it is
not very clear in advance how to include the changing
width of the metallization and mixed shapes. However,
one can try to define the effective refractive index from
computation results. Frequencies of the first few am-
plitude maxima values were taken for each simulated
angleα. The amplitude values used were recorded at
zone1 and at zone2 (see Fig. 1), where incident radi-
ation is mainly concentrated by metallized leaf (spike
of theB part). Wavelength was calculated from the ob-
tained resonance frequency. DetectorA+B parts’ andD
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part length was known, while plausible maximum type
(quarter wave number which has matched antenna di-
mension) was guessed at andneff (effective refractive
index) was calculated as

neff =
c

4fres

N

LA+B
, (1)

whereneff is an effective refractive index,c is the speed
of light in vacuum,fres is resonance frequency ob-
tained from the simulations,N is number of quarter
wavelengths corresponding to the overall length ofA
andB antenna parts,LA+B. If neff stays nearly con-
stant for a certain range of angles and dimensions, one
can immediately estimate the expected resonance fre-
quencies for the intermediate angles and dimensions as

f ′
res =

c

4neff

N

L′
A+B

, (2)

without further simulations. The results are summa-
rized in Table 2.

3. Simulation results and discussion

3.1. Electric field (Ez/E0) dependence on frequency
and contact angles

In order to find out how to achieve a better incident
radiation coupling to active region, we simulated how
the electric field (Ez/E0) dependence on frequency
was affected by the angleα changes inB part. It should
be noted that for this particular purpose,Ez component
is the most important as the other simulated electric
and magnetic field components have negligible influ-
ence:Ey, Hz, Hx are approaching 0 near the symmetry
plane,Ex is directed perpendicularly to the conduct-
ing plane,Hy is parallel to it, leaving thusEz com-
ponent mainly “responsible” for the non-uniform elec-
tron heating. Simulation results taken at zone2 are
shown in Fig. 3(a), and results calculated at zone1
are in Fig. 3(b). It is clearly seen that the maxima of
amplitude values are different and dependent on angle
α. When the distance between zone1 and zone2 is
very small (angleα = 75.9◦) the biggest electric field
amplitude is obtained. In Fig. 3(a) we can clearly see
that resonances forEz/E0 (values calculated in zone
2) move to shorter wavelengths when the angleα value
is decreased. Maxima of amplitudes simulated in zone
1 act conversely, their positions do not depend on angle
α and peak values are 4 times smaller because of the
form of D part.

It is important to mention several essential aspects
visible from Fig. 3. First, metallized detector leaf and
detector contact pads act as two separate antennas. Sec-
ond, displacement of obtained electric field spectrum is
associated with the change ofA andB zone lengths (de-
creased length shifts the electric field maxima to shorter
wavelengths). Moreover, when the electric field is sim-
ulated at zone2, visible reduction of its peak amplitude
is observed due to the resonance frequency shift for all
simulated angles.

3.2. Influence of antenna parts on detector resonances

In order to explore how different parts of the antenna
affect the electric field distribution in the diode, we pro-
ceeded with further simulations for alternately changed
diode metallization areas. The results are shown in
Fig. 4. In this case, metal was “removed” fromA and
B parts or only fromD part, and electric field was reg-
istered at zone2 (which is one cell belowD part) or
at zone3. For easier comparison, data from the ear-
lier full metallization case is also presented. As one
can see, all peaks from the 1st spectrum (solid line) and
the 3rd spectrum (dotted line) have the same frequency,
but the amplitude is smaller for the case whenD part
is not metallized (dotted line). This effect appears be-
cause the electric field in this case is not concentrated
in a small area between metallized surfaces. Electric
field spectrum when justD part is metallized (dotted
line) explains why in the case of full metallization the
electric field decrease between the first and the second
peaks in the 1st spectrum is not observed (deep mini-
mum at 0.3 THz, as it appears in the 3rd spectrum). Its
first amplitude maximum at 0.25–0.3 THz (dashed line)
compensates the minimum caused byA and B parts,
helping to maintain the electric field amplitude between
the metal contacts.

3.3. Evaluation of the effective refractive index

As one can clearly see from results presented in Ta-
ble 2, the average effective refractive index remains in
neff = 1.48±0.11 range. This value did not change
when the combined length ofA+B parts of the detector
was changed from 0.225 to 0.395 mm and the angleα
from 80.4 to 68.2◦ correspondingly. This effective re-
fractive index value can be used to estimate the electric
field amplitude maxima position in frequency scale for
other lengths or angles of detectorA andB parts. For
example, if combined length ofA andB parts inz direc-
tion is extended from 0.4 to 0.5 mm, one can estimate
that the first resonance frequency (E maximum), would
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Table 2. Calculations of the effective refractive index.

α (deg.) Res. no. fres, GHz LA+B , mm Max. type neff λ, mm

80.4

1 125 0.4 λ/4 1.50 2.40
2 393 0.4 3λ/4 1.43 0.76
3 681 0.4 5λ/4 1.38 0.44
4 900 0.4 7λ/4 1.46 0.33

75.9

1 156 0.3 λ/4 1.6 1.92
2 506 0.3 3λ/4 1.48 0.59
3 837 0.3 5λ/4 1.49 0.36
4 1143 0.3 7λ/4 1.53 0.26

72.6
1 218 0.25 λ/4 1.38 1.38
2 593 0.25 3λ/4 1.52 0.51
3 962 0.25 5λ/4 1.56 0.31

68.2
1 237 0.23 λ/4 1.38 1.27
2 656 0.23 3λ/4 1.49 0.46
3 1100 0.23 5λ/4 1.48 0.27

72.6 (recorded belowD part)
1 274 0.13 λ/4 2.10 1.1

min 731 0.13 λ/2 1.58 0.41
2 1045 0.13 3λ/4 1.66 0.29

Fig. 3. Electric field amplitudeEz and incident wave amplitudeE0 ratio dependence on frequency, under different values of angleα.
Electric field distributions were simulated at (a) zone2 and (b) zone1. Simulation resolution and step number were constant.
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Fig. 4. Electric field amplitudeEz and incident wave amplitudeE0 ratio dependence on frequency when the metallization parts were
changed. Electric field distributions were simulated at zone2 and zone1 when angleα was 80.4◦, resolution and step number were kept

constant.

shift from 0.125 to 0.10 THz. Estimation of the same
effective refractive index forD part was not so accu-
rate. Therefore, if dimensions ofD part were changed,
detector properties would be evaluated only after fur-
ther simulation.

3.4. Comparison of theoretical and experimental
results

Previous experimental studies have demonstrated
that the detector sensitivity decreases with frequency
more rapidly than can be expected from the phe-
nomenological model [10]. Therefore, to get a more
detailed picture, the sensor sensitivity at different fre-
quencies can be evaluated using the approach given
here.

It was known from the experiment that the detec-
tor output signal is directly proportional to THz radia-
tion power or to the square of the electric field ampli-
tude [10]. This fact is used to find the detector sensi-
tivity. Electrons are heated by the local field, which is
concentrated by antennas (contact pads) in an active re-
gion. This heating should not depend on how this elec-
tric field is increased – by increasing the laser radiation
power (done during the experiment), or improving the
electric field concentration in the apex area by changing
shapes and dimensions of the antenna parts. Therefore,
phenomenological sensitivity evaluation model can be
“corrected” by including the frequency dependent ra-
tio of the electric field amplitude squared at different
frequencies (Fig. 5). Dashed line in this graph corre-
sponds to the calculated detector sensitivity if both –
the antenna effects and the phenomenological model

estimating carrier relaxation time – are evaluated. Dot-
ted line shows the simulated(Ez/E0)2 distribution de-
pendence on frequency. The fixed multiplier in phe-
nomenological model is chosen so that the experimen-
tal and theoretical points match at 0.7 THz frequency,
where both experimental and theoretical data are avail-
able. As one can see, this curve better matches experi-
mental results than in the case of “uncorrected” model.
It is also important to note that when an evaluation of
the data overlap is made, the full range of sensitivity be-
tween the resonance peaks and the "bottoms of holes"
should be taken into account, because the attached con-
tact wires could influence the precise positions of reso-
nance maxima during the experiment.

Finally, it deserves noting that the antenna/coupling
related effects could be responsible for the deviations
from the monotonical frequency dependence of the
sensitivity within 1–2 THz range also in an asymmet-
rically shaped planar GaAs diodes containingn–n+

junctions [12].

4. Conclusions

Electric field distribution dependence on detector
shape was presented. By including all the observed
factors, some explanations are given to the experimen-
tal data presented in [9] and [10]. The observed re-
duction of the sensitivity is attributed to the reduction
of coupling efficiency due to the antenna properties
of the detector contacts. Two different resonance fre-
quencies of two separate parts of antenna explain the
scattered experimental points. Moreover, an estimated
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Fig. 5. Sensitivity dependence of the InGaAs bow-tie diode on frequency in THz frequency region. Phenomenological calculation marked
with a black line. Experimental data [10] marked as triangle symbols. Simulated bow-tie sensitivity dependence on frequency, in which
corrected phenomenological model and bow-tie detector simulation results have been evaluated, is depicted by dashed line (green online).

Simulated(Ez/E0)
2 distribution dependence on frequency is shown by a dotted line.

effective average refractive index of the region around
the antenna remains nearly constant,neff = 1.48±0.11,
for all investigated angles and dimensions. This value
could be used for the estimation of frequency depen-
dent properties in the case of other bow-tie detector
shapes and sizes even without further time consuming
simulations. Finally, it was shown that the “corrected”
phenomenological model (with antenna effects inclu-
sion) better matches experimental results at frequencies
above 1 THz.
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PETELIŠK ĖS FORMOS InGaAs DETEKTORIŲ DAŽNIN ĖS SAVYBĖS TERAHERCŲ SRITYJE
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Santrauka

Pateikti trimǎcio elektromagnetinių bangų sklidimo modelia-
vimo baigtinių skirtumų laiko skalėje (finite difference time do-
main – FDTD) [11]) metodu gauti rezultatai įvairių matmenų pe-
teliškių formos detektoriams. Tyrimo metu buvo keičiami abiejų
metalizuotų dalių ilgiai, kampas ties apatinės dalies smaile bei nag-
rinėjama šių poky̌cių įtaka elektrinio lauko spektrui. Nustatyta, kad
tiriamo detektoriaus veikimą nulemia elektrinio lauko pasiskirs-
tymo nevienalytiškumas dvimačių elektronų sluoksnyje, todėl tikė-

tina, kad didžiausią įtaką dažninėms detektoriaus savybėms tuṙes
elektrinio lauko stiprio priklausomyḃe nuo dažnio siaurojoje dalyje
ties smaile. Teorinio tyrimo metu išryškėjo keletas esminių ḋesnin-
gumų. Nustatyta, kad du atskirti metalizuoti kontaktai veikia kaip
dvi atskiros antenos su aiškiai išreikštomis rezonansinėmis savy-
bėmis. Parodyta, kad didėjant dažniui lokalių maksimumų, susiju-
sių su antenų efektais, amplitudė maž̇eja, ir tai leidžia paaiškinti,
kodėl eksperimento metu buvo stebimas greitesnis už fenomenolo-
ginio modelio numatytąjį jautrio mažėjimas.
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